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XKchrome	RGB	LED	Headlight	Kit

Input 
Voltage 

Controller Max 
Load 

Power Consumption 
per RGB Bulb Controller Size 

12V DC 6 amps 
(3 amps per zone) 0.5A 4 x 2.33 x 0.73in 

(100x60x19mm) 

Warranty and Disclaimer 
Within One year after the purchase date, the original buyer may return any XKchrome controller that has 

failed due to a defect in materials or workmanship. LED bulbs that have one or more LEDs fail to illuminate due 
to a defect in materials or workmanship are covered with a one-year warranty for the original buyer. 

Installation of this product must be performed by a licensed professional.  Should the failure of the product be 
the result of damage occurring as a result of improper installation, alteration of the product or an act or omission 
on the part of the consumer, this warranty is void.  XKGLOW Lighting shall not be responsible for any 
consequential damages which arise from the use and/or installation of the product.  If the kit is installed in any 
manner other than specified, XKGLOW Lighting reserves the right to deny any warranty claims at the discretion 
of the technical support department.  Any product return must include the original packaging, invoice number and 
a statement of the alleged defect.  Upon receipt of the returned product, the company will test the product for 
defect. If the results of the testing do not support the warranty claim, do not reveal any defect or indicate 
consumer negligence in the installation and handling of the product, then the product will be returned to you and 
you will be charged a reshipping fee.  If the product is returned from an address within the continental United 
States, within the first 30 days after purchase, and is found to be defective, XKGLOW Lighting will exchange or 
refund the original purchase expense.  This offer does not extend to the cost for shipping charges on any 
international packages.  

Additional Disclaimer Terms 
Please check your local and state laws for the proper use of this product. 
• Improper installation of electrical products such as lighting may cause damage to any vehicle or device to

which the improperly handled or installed lighting is attached.
• Improperly installed product may cause electrical injury to persons.
• It is recommended that the kit should be installed by a licensed professional.
• XKGLOW assumes no liability for the installation of the product.
• Warranty or liability will not exceed the product purchase price, which shall be buyer’s sole and exclusive

remedy.

Mounting Instructions 
1. Test all components before mounting: As shown below, plug ALL light units together and connect them to

the controller and the switch wiring harness. Connect the RED battery terminal to the POSITIVE pole of 12V
DC battery. Connect the BLACK battery terminal to the NEGATIVE pole. Turn on the switch and push the
touch button to test all lights. The RGB LEDs on both sides of each bulb should light up. If the lights show any
defects, please contact us and we will be happy to replace them for you.

2. Install the bulbs: Remove the existing bulbs from the headlights. Using the supplied collars, install the
XKGLOW bulbs into the headlights. Following the diagram below, plug the bulbs into the XKGLOW drivers
and the drivers into the stock headlight plugs.  Power headlights on to ensure proper install. Connect the
other plug on each bulb to the XKchrome Bluetooth controller.
WARNING: Do not force the plugs together! If they don’t snap together, verify that all the pins line up. If a
pin is out of place, it must be straightened in order for the plugs to snap together.

3. (Optional) Connect sensor wire: If desired, connect the
red sensor wire to desired 12V source.

4. Secure all wires and connectors: Use provided zip ties to
neatly mount and hide any loose wires. Use provided double
sided tape to hold male and female plugs together and to
mount the LED drivers. Make sure wires are not touching
anything hot or located on moving parts. Locate the ON/OFF
switch and XKchrome controller in a convenient location.

5. Connect to 12V DC power: Firmly connect the wire
terminals to the positive and negative poles of the battery.
Power on, download the XKchrome App, and enjoy!

Please note: There are multiple XKGLOW apps 
on the App Store. Only the XKchrome App will 
work with the XKchrome Bluetooth Controller. 
The App icon is pictured here. 

https://www.carid.com/xkglow/
https://www.carid.com/led-lights.html


Controller 

Touch button. 
-Tap to switch between onboard presets. 
-Hold for 3s to turn off the lights, tap again to turn on. 
-Hold for over 6s to reset controller to factory mode. 

Download app 

''XKchrome'' 

Multi-zone control:LED indicator. 
- When indicator fades in&out with 50% brightuess: It means 
controller is ON but not connected to any phooe. 
- When is solid with 100% brightness: It means it's connected 
to the app. 

Each controller has multiple output zones. 
Those zones can be controlled independently 
via the app. 
And multiple controllers can be connected to the 
app at the same time. 

INPUT 

0 OUTPUT (ZONE 1) 

CONTROLLER 
OUTPUT (ZONE 2) 0 

SENSOR WIRE 

Sensor Wire: 
- It's usually connected to certain wire in the vehicle, such as brake wire, turn signal wire and etc. 
- It's an optional function. user can choose not to use it. 
- When the sensor senses attached wire is getting power, it triggers the controller. User can define what 
action will the lights do (Such as turn to certain color, or strobe and etc) when this wire is triggered. 
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XKGlowRGB-DB4B 

RGB 
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Device Setting 

How to pair the controller 

� -----.. 

Tap to pair 

2 

Once the controller is paired, it will 

appear on the top of device list 

Q) Zone1

@ Zone2 

3 

C) 

C)



Palette 
This page is used to to select a color and apply it to each zone. In addition, 
user can change a few settings associate with the color. 

2 - Group 

To control multiple zones at 
the same time, drag one 
zone towards the other zone 
(or an existed zone). The 
group is presented with a 
double-circle round marker 
as shown. 

3 - Ungroup 

Tap the group marker 
to expand all zones in 
that group, drag a 
zone marker out of the 
group. 

+ 
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Device setting: Pair/unpair controllers; Edit settings 
of each paired controller 

A scroller that includes three most commonly used 
patterns: solid, breath (fade in/out), and strobe. The 
selected pattern will be applied to current zone. 

1 - Multi-zone control 

Each controller contains multiple zones. Each zone is 
represented with a round marker with number inside. 

The currently selected zone marker is slightly bigger. 
To change colors, drag the marker on palette. 

Unselected zone is slightly smaller. 

This 1/4 circle palette contains all available colors. 

Click "+" to other supporting functions for Palette page. 

In this app colors are defined using HSV method: 
- H: Hue. As shown in Y axis direction.
-  S: Saturation. As shown in X asix direction. The closer to the cernter, the "whiter" it gets, 
until it becomes pure white when marker is touching the central ring. 

- V: Value. (Brightness) The brightness is adjusted by this
arc-shaped scrolling bar. 



Palette 

Present selected zone If the environment is too dark, app will 

automatically turn on the flash light. 

Click "Chameleon" button to activate camera 

to capture color from real world. 

The captured and pro

cessed color is displayed at 

the bottom bar in realtime. 

The color within the central 

circle will be captured. 

If user likes the captured color, tap the 

chameleon button. It will go back to the 

Palette page and the zone marker will 

move to the captured color. This color will 

stay on the selected zone. 

+ 

If the pattern is solid, the slide bar is

used for adjusting brightness. 

If the pattern is breath or strobe, 
the slide bar is used for adjusting 

the pattern changing speed. 

As you can see. The interface in this app is designed for single 

hand use. Most buttons are within the range of the thumb. 

In the future we will also design "left hand" mode that mirrored the 

current "right-handed" design. 



Click to save the current running 
theme as the startup default theme 

when controller is powered on. This 
allows user to perform certain simple 

functions without using the app. 

Palette 

+ 
Click the"+" button at the right bottom corner to access the 

supporting page. 

Save the current run
ning color combination 

to favorite list for quick 
access in the future. 

If each zone displays 

different colors, the 

color ball will look like 

the 1st ball as shown 
above. 

Tap to go to Warm-Cold White control 

mode. This palette allows user to fine 

tune the color temperature of white for 

different interio environments, such as 
residential or commercial space. 

Tap to go to default RGB palette 

+ 

+ 



Theme 
Theme page allows user to play more complicated changing pat-
terns. It comes with 15 presets, and allows user to edit them or 
creat new ones. 

Create New Theme 
The small zone marker 
indicates what theme each 
zone is currently running.

Click to edit existing theme 
(As the long screen show on the right) 

Each theme is defined by following elements: 

1- Name 

2- Colors
User can assign up to 1 O colors within 
a group. 

3- Pattern 
These wave patterns represents how the 
light changes, the X axis is time, Y axis is 
bright-ness of the light. 

4- Speed 
How fast the pattern caanges. 



Each theme is represented with a diagram. 

II 
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Theme 

Each zone can display theme different from 
others. 
The top zone markers serve as check-box. 
As shown below, click "2" to uncheck 
zone 2. then click the second theme,
now only zone 1 is assigned to the 
Passion Heat theme.

When a theme is being applied to a 
zone, user can set this theme as Start-
up theme and etc to current assigned 
zone(s), similar as Palette page. 



Music 
This function controls the light to respond t,o various sound sources in several ways. 

Mic Mode: Music Mode: 
Light changes according to sound 

picked up by mic. 

Light changes according to music 

downloaded in the app. 

1- The size of the sector will change based 

on the volume of the music in real time. 

2- The color of the sector indicates the current color of each zone. If

each zone is displaying different color, they will be blended as shown 

above. 

Edit playlist 

User can add, remove, rearrange 

songs in the playlist in this page. 

This is a fully functional music player. 



In single color mode, user can only assign 1 color to each zone.

The brightness of that color will be mapped to the volume. 

Zone 2 
color 

Zone 1 

color 

Music 

Click to select color 

x 

In entire music page (including single/multi 

color modes, and mic/music modes), we 

used a dynamic analysis algorithm to ana

lyze the sound/music. Every 5s, the pro

gram adjust its color mapping scope based 

on the volume changing scope of the send/

sound within this 5s. This way, the app au

tomatically adjsuted its sensitivity to maxi

mize the visual effect of the music mode. 



Music 

In multi color mode, user can assign a group of colors to both zones. Both zones do the same thing in this mode.

The colors of that group will be mapped to the volume along with the sequence of the colors in that group.

select color ____ _ 

group 

Edit color 

group 



Location 

This function helps drivers find where their car is parked.
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This is the work flow of the Find My Vehicle function.

- When users park and leave their vehicle, as the 
distance between the phone and controller gets 
longer, the bluetooth connection eventually gets lost 
at about 30-80ft. 

- User can click II  to use navigation app for direc-
tional guidance if needed. 

m

- Once the user walks back to the spot and reconnect 
to controller, the icon will show as Connected as shown 
on the right. If user still doesn't see the car, he can
tap  to turn on the lights.
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• 
Location

- When the connection is lost, the app will 
automatically pin down its GPS location as vehicle's 
parking location and display it on the map as shown 
on the left. 
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Q) Zone1

@ Zone2

Device Setting 

- Turn on/off all zones. 

- Current signal strength. 

C) 

C) ..-•-- Turn on/off individual zone.

C) 

C) 

Tap Edit to edit detailed setting 

of selected controller. 

Click � button to open device list. All paired

and unpaired controllers that are currently in 

range are listed here. 

Edit names of the controller or zones. 

CONTROLLER 
SENSOR WIRE 

All lights automatically shut off 5min 

after the conection between app and 

controller is lost. 

If this switch is off, this zone will keep 

doing whatever it is doing and will not 

run the SMART SENSOR ACTION. 

if turned off, the controller will not be 

used/triggered by Find My Vehicle 

function. 
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